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The advantages of delayed primary excision and immediate grafting in deep dermal burns are beyond all doubt.
Further experience and research is needed in superficial dermal burns regarding the optimal treatment. Controlled trials carried out by different investigators will answer the question whether active surgery in superficial dermal burns is superior to conservative treatment.
Storage of large amounts of typed homografts facilitates the application of this method. REFERENCES Derganc M (1962) Surgeons are concerned with saving the lives of mass disaster victims and treating their injuries and burns. The death/non-fatal injury ratio in aircraft accidents is of the order of 2:1 and often a public transport accident is wholly or largely fatal. If there are no survivors, or when such survivors as there are have been rescued, the important consideration becomes the saving of lives of future passengers and crew, either by praventing similar accidents or by improving the chances of survival and escape. One means to this end is the comprehensive investigation of each accident to attempt to reconstruct and explain it. The pathologist has a role to play in such a comprehensive investigation.
[The investigations of three accidents were discussed to exemplify this thesis; the details have been published elsewhere (Stevens 1970 With the Mark II and Mark III beds, 13 patients have been nursed for a total of thirteen months without a pressure area requiring treatment. With this equipment the patient is evenly supported on porous aircells by a continuous flow of temperature-controlled air at pressures which do not cause vascular changes in the skin and deeper tissues. Using the LAL 'bed' there is a considerable saving in the number of nurse hours required to look after a patient. All nursing procedures can be carried out without lifting the patient. Fig 
